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A rotating shell and stabilization of the tokamak resistive wall mode
C. G. Gimblett and R. J. Hastiea)

EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxon OX 14 3DB,
United Kingdom

~Received 12 April 2000; accepted 25 August 2000!

The finite resistivity of the wall that surrounds any toroidal plasma confinement device can lead to
a branch of instabilities known as the resistive wall mode~RWM!. Theory indicates that the RWM
is potentially activated whenever the plasma equilibrium is unstable with the wall placed at infinity.
In particular, advanced tokamak power plant designs require the plasmab to be above the critical
value for this condition to be satisfied. Accordingly, it is important to find a method of stabilizing
this mode. In this work we describe a method of stabilizing the tokamak RWM that utilizes a
secondary rotating conducting shell surrounding the plasma and first wall. This scheme was first
thought of for the reversed-field pinch, but must be reexamined for the tokamak as the mode
involved has different characteristics. It is shown that provided the second wall is suitably
positioned, RWM stabilization of a tokamak is possible even in the absence of plasma rotation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that if an ideal plasma is u
stable in the absence of a wall, then surrounding the pla
with a finitely conducting wall does not alter the equilibriu
stability boundaries.1 The instability that arises has becom
known as the resistive wall mode~RWM!, and is a generic
threat to many toroidal plasma confinement devices. Su
quently, much attention has been given to the effect of b
plasma rotation on the RWM.2 Clearly, if the RWM pertur-
bation travels with the plasma then the classical skin effec
the wall would inhibit flux penetration and the wall wou
appear as highly conducting. On the other hand, if the m
‘‘locks’’ to the wall despite the plasma rotation then flu
penetration would occur and the RWM will continue
grow, albeit initially with a small growth rate. Further, th
mode exerts a retarding torque on the plasma, which eve
ally undergoes a ‘‘catastrophic’’ deceleration while t
growth rate suddenly increases.3 This event, which is analo
gous to the phase changes that occur in a van der Wa
gas,4 has been tentatively observed experimentally.5 So, the
generation of bulk plasma rotation appears to be an un
able way of stabilizing the RWM although it does have t
effect of suppressing the growth rate.

In the context of the reversed-field pinch~RFP!, where
the RWM was first identified,6,7 it has been proposed that
secondary rotating conducting shell would stabilize
RWM in that device.8 ~The suggestion was motivated by th
TITAN power plant design that proposed using flowin
lithium for the blanket9—it was later shown that a suitabl
configuration of external sensors and coils could ‘‘fake’’ t
existence of such a shell.10! The simple idea is that the RWM
cannot simultaneously lock to both walls and so its behav
should be strongly affected. In fact, it was shown that p

a!Present address: MIT Plasma Science & Fusion Center, 167 Albany S
NW16-234 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
5001070-664X/2000/7(12)/5007/6/$17.00
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vided the secondary wall was located inside the ideal m
ginal radius~r 5r I , the radial position at which a perfec
wall has to be placed to give the ideal mode zero grow
rate!, the RWM was stabilized for wall rotations of the ord
of the ~longest! inverse wall time. Now, in the RFP, th
RWM is generally nonresonant~i.e., nowhere in the plasma
does the pitch of the perturbation equal that of the equi
rium field lines!. In this paper we revisit this calculation fo
the tokamak, where the relevant RWM is a different mode
the pressure-driven toroidal external kink. An essential
gredient of this mode is the presence of poloidal harmon
that are resonant in the plasma, so the calculation must
this into account. A cylindrical analog model of this mod
was first formulated by Finn,11 and we will use this as a
basis. Finn used a cylindrical plasma that was ideally
stable~with no wall! but did possess a resonance. This
quires somewhat artificial equilibria but provides a use
qualitative model of the actual Tokamak external kink. O
task is to incorporate a secondary rotating wall into the F
model.

II. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

We will use the tokamak ordering,12 with m2@k2r 2,
wherem, k are the poloidal mode number and toroidal wa
number, respectively. Further, we exclude cases with an
ternalq51 resonance~q being the well-known equilibrium
safety factor12!. If such a resonance existed, then in cylind
cal geometry the plasma would be unstable to an ideal in
nal mode. Hence we are restricted tom.1.

The analysis we present relies on the judicious choice
basis functions that will make up the actual mode eigenfu
tion. In fact, we choose basis functions that have a dir
physical interpretation. We recall that the problem divid
naturally into ideal regions and ‘‘resistive’’ layers~namely,
the resonance atr 5r s and the static and rotating walls atr 1

and r 2 , respectively!. A second-order ordinary differentia
et,
7
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equation~ODE! for the perturbed radial magnetic field, th
Newcomb equation,13 connects the resistive layers and
these layers nonideal effects have to be taken into acco
Figure 1 shows our choice of basis functions generated
the Newcomb equation. The basis functionC1 represents the
resistive plasma mode when the stationary wall atr 1 is taken
to be a perfect conductor@the boundary conditions are the
regularity at the originr 50 andC1(r 1)50#. Here C2 is,
similarly, the resistive plasma mode when the secondary w
is ideal ~and the first wall absent!. For r s,r ,`, C3 is the
plasma response when there is no wall present at all, an
has the boundary condition of vanishing asr→`. Finally,
for convenience, we chooseC3 to be identical toC1 in 0
,r ,r 1 .

In the following analysis we require to know the signs
C31[C3(r 1), andC32[C3(r 2). These can be establishe
by considering the behavior of the small solution~in the
Newcomb sense13! in (r s ,`), which is clearly given by

Csm~r !5C1~r !2C3~r !. ~1!

Now we want to ensure that the system displays an id
RWM. In other words, the ideal mode must be stable if
first wall is perfect but unstable if there are no walls at a
This then implies thatCsm vanishes atr I , and we must have
r 1,r I,`. It follows that

Csm~r !}F S r

r I
D m

2S r

r I
D 2mG , ~2!

in the vacuum region, and so

rCsm8

Csm
~r 1!52m

@11~r 1 /r I !
2m#

@12~r 1 /r I !
2m#

,2m, ~3!

where8 denotesd/dr. However, we also have

S rCsm8

Csm
D ~r 1![S rC18

2C3
D ~r 1!1S rC38

C3
D ~r 1!

5S rC18

2C3
D ~r 1!2m. ~4!

FIG. 1. Basis functions used in the RWM analysis.
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So by comparing Eqs.~3! and ~4! and usingC18(r 1),0, we
deduce thatC31 is negative, and sinceC3(}r 2m) cannot
change sign in (r 1 ,`) thenC32 is also negative. Therefore
C3 must exhibit the form as shown in Fig. 1.

The use of these ‘‘natural’’ basis functions ensures
only that the subsequent algebra is minimized, but that
can later relate some of the free parameters that arise to t
that occurred in the single wall model.3 To start, we write the
eigenfunction as a sum of the natural basis functions
Fig. 1:

C5C11aC21bC3 , ~5!

where we can choose the coefficient multiplyingC1 to be
unity, and can without loss of generality choose one con
nient normalization for each of theC1,2,3. In fact, we choose

r 1C18~r 1!521, ~6!

r 2C28~r 2!521, ~7!

and

C3~r s!5C1~r s!. ~8!

Because we require Eq.~5! to apply everywhere we mus
defineC1(r )[0,r .r 1 , C2(r )[0,r .r 2 , and we note that
C1 , C2 have discontinuous derivatives at two points (r s ,r 1)
and (r s ,r 2), respectively, whileC3 has a discontinuous de
rivative only atr s .

Now at the second wall we assume a ‘‘thin shel
response2 so thatD8(p), the well-known jump in the loga-
rithmic derivative of the perturbed radial field14 across the
wall, is simply equal topt2 , where we have assume
exp(pt) dependence andt2 is the ‘‘long’’ time constant of
the second wall~i.e., the characteristic time for a vertica
field to penetrate the wall—t25adW /hW with a, dW , and
hW being the wall major radius, thickness, and resistivi
respectively!. Accordingly, noting thatC3 andC38 are con-
tinuous throughr 2 and using Eq.~7! we have

pt252
a

buC32u
, ~9!

whereC325C3(r 2). Note that when the second wall is ro
tating with frequencyV2 we simply replacep in Eq. ~9! by
(p2 iV2). Similarly, atr 1 , C2 , C3 and their derivatives are
again continuous, and using Eq.~6! we find

pt15
1

aC212buC31u
. ~10!

The last of the jump conditions occurs at the plas
resistive layer atr s . For the moment we will not specify the
plasma response, but symbolize it asDs8(p). From first defi-
nitions we have

Ds8~p!5
r s~@C18#1a@C28#1b@C38# !

C11aC21bC3
, r 5r s . ~11!

Now recall that we choseC1,2,3 to represent the plasma sta
bility properties when, respectively, the first wall is perfe
the second wall is perfect~the first being absent!, and when
there is no wall at all. So first we simply rewrite Eq.~11! as
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Ds8~p!5
C1sD181aC2sD281bC3sD38

C1s1aC2s1bC3s
, ~12!

where theD1,2,38 are the stability parameters for the thr
cases mentioned.

To proceed, we note that forr>r 1 we have vacuum
fields and it is well known that in the tokamak orderingC
;r m,r 2m in such regions.12 As we requireC2250 and
r 2C28(r 2)521 we easily find that

C215
r 2

2m2r 1
2m

2mr1
mr 2

m . ~13!

For r>r 1 , C3 can only ber 2m-like, and it follows that

uC32u5S r 1

r 2
D m

uC31u. ~14!

Putting Eqs.~13!, ~14! into Eqs.~9!, ~10!, we can solve fora
and getb in terms ofuC31u,

a5
2mr1

mr 2
mt2

@~r 2
2m2r 1

2m!pt212mr2
2m#t1

, ~15!

b52
ar2

m

pt2r 1
muC31u

. ~16!

By design we have thatC3s5C1s and so Eq.~12! con-
tains the unknown fluxesC2s andC1s only in the combina-
tion C2s /C1s . To solve for this combination we now use
generic property of any second-order ODE such as the N
comb equation, namely that it simply converts the values
C and C8 at one radial station to their values at anoth
station via a real linear transformation; in particular, we c
immediately write

C1s5cC111dC118 , ~17!

C2s5cC211dC218 , ~18!

C3s5cC311dC318 , ~19!

for some real numbersc, d that are functionals of the mod
numbers and the equilibrium fields in betweenr s and r 1 .
The right-hand sides of Eqs.~17! and ~19! are 2d/r 1 and
e
un

a

a

Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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2cuC31u1mduC31u/r 1 , respectively, while the right-hand
side of Eq.~18! is known because, as remarked above,
can easily solve forC2 in r 1,r ,r 2 . So, Eqs.~17!–~19!
constitute the required linear algebra problem that will e
able us to solve forC2s /C1s . We find

C2s

C1s
5

1

AY
S Y2

1

XuC31u
D , ~20!

where

X5
2m

12Y
, Y5S r 1

r 2
D 2m

.

Note that using Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and ~20!, and the fact
that C1s5C3s , the dispersion relation, Eq.~12!, now con-
tains only one unknown flux, namelyuC31u. This final un-
known can be solved for when we realize thatC1 , C2 , and
C3 are not independent in the plasma region~again because
the governing Newcomb equation is of second order!. Ac-
cordingly we can write

C25eC11 f C3 , ~21!

for some real constantse andf. Applying this relationship at
r 5r s gives

C2s5~e1 f !C1s , ~22!

while differentiating Eq.~21! and evaluating at either side o
r 5r s gives

D285
eD181 f D38

~e1 f !
. ~23!

Applying Eq. ~21! directly at r 5r 1 gives

C2152 f uC31u. ~24!

Now Eqs.~13!, ~22!, ~23!, and~24! constitute another linea
algebra problem from which we can deduceuC31u. In fact,

uC31u5
1

XY

~D282D38!

~D282D18!
. ~25!

So now, using Eqs.~15!, ~16!, ~20!, and ~25! together
with C1s5C3s , we find the basic dispersion relation,
Ds8~p!5
~D282D18!D38X

2Y1~D382D18!D28XY pt21~D382D28!D18~X1pt2!pt1

~D282D18!X2Y1~D382D18!XY pt21~D382D28!~X1pt2!pt1
. ~26!
of

e
e
.

To ensure that we are investigating a RWM, we must hav
plasma equilibrium that is ideal-magnetohydrodynamic
stable in the absence of walls.1,2 This means that theD8 of
the ideal eigenfunction with no walls must display an ide
inertial response at the resonancer s , i.e., D8521/(ptA)
with tA the inertial layer Alfvén time.15 Now the ideal mode
eigenfunction is given byC3 ,r s,r ,`, and 2C3,0,r
,r s ~i.e., C3 passes through zero within the inertial layer
r s , as an ideal mode cannot reconnect flux there!. However,
a
-

l,

t

note that the value ofD8 is unchanged by this sign reversal
C3 in (0,r s). So if we writeD38521/e then positivee gives
the (tA) normalized growth rate of the ideal mode in th
absence of a wall.~The parametere appeared, with the sam
interpretation, in the earlier work on the single wall model3!
We also follow the notation of Ref. 3 by writingD1852d, so
for conventional tearing modes, say, positived would imply
stability.14 Using this notation the dispersion relation~26!
can be rewritten as
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Ds8~p!5
X2Y~d1D28!2d~11eD28!~X1pt2!pt11XYD28~12ed!pt2

2eX2Y~d1D28!1~11eD28!~X1pt2!pt11XY~12ed!pt2
. ~27!
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE DISPERSION RELATION

We choose the actual layer response to
‘‘viscoresistive,’’16

Ds85ptVR , ~28!

wheretVR;tA
1/3tR

5/6/tV
1/6 and tR , tV are, respectively, char

acteristic layer resistive and viscous times. This respons
appropriate to most tokamak plasmas.16 We recall that this
choice of layer response is ‘‘pessimistic’’ in that in the ca
of the single wall problem, a viscoresistive layer respon
eradicated all RWM stability windows.3 With the choice of
Eq. ~28! as the layer response the dispersion relation Eq.~27!
is a complex cubic@bearing in mind that we Doppler shif
ptVR→(p2 iVpl!tVR and pt2→(p2 iV2)t2 to simulate
plasma and second wall rotation#. We shall mainly investi-
gate Eq.~27! numerically, but before that there is one an
lytic observation we can make.

If the RWM is to be stabilized by some combination
Vpl andV2 then its growth rate must at some stage achi
marginality, i.e.,p5 iv for real v. Inserting this into~27!
and taking real and imaginary parts we can take the li
V2→` to find that at marginality we must have

Vpl
2 5SD28

d
DF~ed21!tVRXY2~eD2811!dt1

~eD2811!t1tVR
G2

. ~29!

Equation~29! indicates immediately that the ‘‘topology’’ o
the marginal curve inV2 , Vpl space will be strongly influ-
enced by the relative signs ofD28 andd: if they are the same
sign we have real solutions forVpl and if they are not the
same sign there are none. To investigate this, the cubic~27!
was solved, and contours of equal growth rate plotted inV2 ,
Vpl space.

Now, D28 and d are important parameters because,
tween them, they implicitly determine where the two wa
are positioned radially with respect to two naturally occ
ring radii, r I and r R . These are the radii that a perfect wa
has to be placed to make the ideal and resistive modes
ginally stable, respectively. We now construct five illustr
tive examples that enumerate the various possibilities
cases~1!–~4! we assume that the resistive mode with a p
fect first wall is stable, i.e.,r 1,r R and henced.0.

~1! We start by considering the case where the second
is outside rI . This means that the ideal mode is unsta
even if the second wall is perfect. This in turn means t
D28 will be large and negative~asr 2 goes from just inside
r I to just outside thenD28 goes from large positive to
large negative!. In Fig. 2 we plot contours of equa
growth rate for such a case~D2852100, and ‘‘typical’’
values for the rest of the parameterse50.1, d51, t1

5t25tVR51, r 151.2, r 251.4, m52!. In this and the
following figures the dashed contours represent posi
~unstable! growth rates and the solid contours negat
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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~stable! growth rates. We see immediately that a
growth rates are positive, and that stabilization of t
RWM is impossible in this case for any combination
Vpl andV2 ~notated OMEGAIPL and OMEGAI2 in the
figures!. This is not surprising as the ideal mode is n
really a RWM, but an ideal mode ‘‘in its own right’’ as
r 2.r I . The symmetry evident in the figure is a straigh
forward consequence of the model geometry.

~2! Now let us reverse this condition and mover 2 insider I .
D28 will now be generically large and positive. Figure
shows the results for this case~D2855; all other param-
eters are the same as Fig. 2!. Note the appearance o
stable regions. However, access to each of the st
regions requires a sufficient amount of plasma rotati
As the second wall is moved farther toward the plas
then D28 drops and so do the amounts ofV2 , Vpl re-
quired for stabilization.

~3! As the wall is moved farther in then the next radius
importance it encounters isr R , the marginal radius of
the resistive mode. At this point, of course,D2850. Fig-
ure 4 shows the case wherer 2 has just moved insider R

and D28520.3 ~all other parameters are the same as
Figs. 2 and 3!. We see that there has been a topolo
change due to the change of sign ofD28 , and now it is
possible to access a stable region withno plasma rotation
present.

~4! As the second wall is now moved towardr 1 , although
RWM stabilization is still possible withVpl50 it be-
comes increasingly more difficult in terms of the amp

FIG. 2. The second rotating wall is outside the ideal marginal radius
stabilization of the ‘‘RWM’’ is impossible.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5011Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 A rotating shell and stabilization of the tokamak . . .
tude of V2 required. In fact, in the limit ofr 2→r 1 in-
spection of Eq.~27! shows that in the limit the two walls
merge electromagnetically and the combination
‘‘seen’’ by the plasma as a single wall with time consta
t11t2 . The system is then the single wall problem
Ref. 3. Figure 5 shows the case withd51, D28
520.995,r 251.204 ~in accord with the limitr 2→r 1!;
all other parameters are as above.

~5! Last, we can imagine a case wherer R,r 1 , i.e., the re-
sistive mode is unstable even when the first wall is p
fect. Figure 6 shows the cased520.01, D2850.5; all
other parameters are as in Fig. 2. Stable regions h
practically disappeared. Again, this is not surprising

FIG. 3. The second rotating wall is inside the ideal marginal point a
stabilization is possible providing there is sufficient plasma rotation.

FIG. 4. The second rotating wall is inside the resistive marginal point
RWM stabilization is possible with no plasma rotation.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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similar to the case of Fig. 2, the active mode is not tru
a RWM, but a resistive mode ‘‘in its own right.’’

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It appears that relying on plasma rotationper seto sta-
bilize the RWM is not a realistic proposal. We have exa
ined the scheme of utilizing a secondary rotating wall
stabilize the RWM in a tokamak. A model that simulates t
actual toroidal nature of the tokamak RWM~generated by
the ideal pressure-driven external kink mode! has been used
Results depend strongly on the position of the second w
(r 2) with respect to the ideal and resistive marginal radiir I

d

d

FIG. 5. As the second rotating wall approaches the first, RWM stabiliza
becomes increasingly more difficult in terms of the amplitude ofV2 re-
quired.

FIG. 6. The marginal radius for the resistive mode is insider 1 and stable
regions have practically disappeared.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and r R ~these are, respectively, the radii at which a perf
wall must be placed to make the ideal and resistive mo
marginally stable!. RWM stabilization is impossible ifr 2

.r I , but possible with finite plasma rotation ifr R,r 2

,r I . Further, the rotation rates required are ‘‘slow’’ in th
sense that they are of the order of the inverse wall time of
least conducting wall. Ifr 2,r R then stabilization is possible
even in the absence of plasma rotation.~However, asr 2 ap-
proachesr 1 stabilization becomes increasingly more dif
cult, and there is an optimization problem.!

This scheme was first considered for the RFP, where
TITAN power plant design used a flowing lithium blanket.8,9

However, it was later realized that a secondary rotating w
could be ‘‘faked’’ by a suitable array of external sensors a
active coils.10 What is more, such a wall is ‘‘projectable’
and need not reside at the actual location of the coils
property that may be required in power plant designs.17 Ref-
erence 17 also stated that the gain, bandwidth, current,
total power requirements of the feedback system could
estimated as less than a hundred, a few Hz, a few tens of
and a few MW, respectively. These requirements are wit
the scope of present technology. This scheme, together
that of the ‘‘intelligent’’ shell18 ~which seeks to directly
simulate an ideal wall with external sensors and coils!, ap-
pears to form a useful basis for stabilizing the RWM in f
sion tokamak power plants.
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